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１．Object of Documentation 

GT-2C-L,GT-2C,GT-1C-L,GT-1C,GT-1D,GT-2H-L,GT-2H,GT-1M-L,GT-DA-L,GT-DA, 

GT-VA,GT-NS-V,GT-NS,GT-SW,GT-MK,GT-BC,GT-BCX,GT-DMV,GT-DM,GT-D,GT-AC, 

GT-10K,GT-1A,GT-4Z,GT-AD,GT-RY,GT-VBC, GT-VBX,GTW-LC,GT-HS 

 ２．Outline of the Apparatus 

The GT series is an intercom system designed for apartment buildings, featuring entrance 

stations equipped with a wide view camera and residential master stations with a 

recordingfunction. The GT system also features functions for people with disabilities. 

 ３．2004/108/EC EU Harmonized standards 

The object of documentation is in conformity the requirements of the following documents: ・EN55022:2006+A1:2007 ・EN55024:1998+A1:2001+A2:2003 

 ４．Test Report 

Refer to the “Declaration of Conformity List”. 

 ５．Operation 

Refer to manuals. 

 ６．Circuit Diagram 

Refer to the “Circuit Diagram List”. 

 ７．Additional Information 

GT-HS is identically same as GH-HS in its composition of electrical circuit. Therefore, they 

are exactly same as far as the characteristic of interference specified by EMC directive. 

GT-AC is identically same as AC-10U in its composition of electrical circuit. Therefore, 

they are exactly same as far as the characteristic of interference specified by EMC directive. 

GT-1A is identically same as GH-1AD in its composition of electrical circuit. Therefore, 

they are exactly same as far as the characteristic of interference specified by EMC directive. 

GT-4Z is identically same as GH-4Z in its composition of electrical circuit. Therefore, they 

are exactly same as far as the characteristic of interference specified by EMC directive. 

GT-AD is identically same as GH-AD in its composition of electrical circuit. Therefore, they 

are exactly same as far as the characteristic of interference specified by EMC directive. 

GT-VBC is identically same as GH-VBC in its composition of electrical circuit. Therefore, 



they are exactly same as far as the characteristic of interference specified by EMC directive. 

GT-VBX is identically same as GH-VBX in its composition of electrical circuit. Therefore, 

they are exactly same as far as the characteristic of interference specified by EMC directive. 

GTW-LC is identically same as GHW-LC in its composition of electrical circuit. Therefore, 

they are exactly same as far as the characteristic of interference specified by EMC directive. 

 


